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Van’s Air Force
Pres: Doug Weiler, 651-3981184, dcw@mnwing.org

Back in the olden days of the RV world, Jerry Scott of
Chino, California built a RV-6 from start to finish in 85
days. This was before the days of quick build kits… no
predrilled holes and few pre-punched parts. This included
paint, upholstery, avionics, everything! Granted he was an
experienced builder and had a couple assistants and worked
12 hours at a time. To this day, I can’t wrap by mind
around this.
When I started on my RV-4 in the early 90’s, the general consensus was that it would take about
2500 hours of labor to complete the project. I recall doing the math that if I worked “X number of
hours per day times Y number of days per week, I would finish in Z number of years.” Seems like
I tallied up about 4 years. Well, that morphed into 11 years (and nearly exactly 2500 hours of labor.) What a surprise! Life gets in the way: family, jobs, vacations, you name it! As I plugged
away, I would remind myself of the wise words from Van’s general manager Bill Benedict: “work
a little every day and YES… it will get done!”
The -7 was a little different. I was retired, the kids were out of the house, and I had a pot of RV
dollars just waiting to be burned. Plus, I had some experience and the kit was SO much better than
the -4. Three years max! Well, that turned out to be 4 ½ of nearly full-time work (and guess
what… it still took 2500 hours!)
February 24th 2022 was the 10th anniversary of the -7’s first flight. I still marvel that I built that
thing. Often I page through the 650 plus construction photos on my computer many of which bring
back some agonizing memories. But
it was worth every scrapped knuckle
and strained muscle.

Sec/Treas: Bernie Weiss
612-845-6178

Ten year later, 22DW has 990 hours
total time. Jean and I have taken
some amazing trips: Colorado, Utah,
California, Maine, Montana, New
mailto:treasurer@mnwing.org
Mexico, Tennessee, annual trips to
Michigan and Oshkosh plus dozens of
www.mnwing.org
runs to Sioux Falls to visit family.
Consistently cruising at 165 knots and 8.0-8.5 gph. My -7 has been just
want Vans claim it is: “Total Performance” in an economical and reliable package.
So…. looking back now, here is a surely incomplete list of some things
I’m glad I did…
•

22DW with trusty f/o at Sioux Falls

Constant speed prop: there is nothing like that kick in the butt when you open the throttle! It just goes! 400-500 feet and
you are off and running. One can quickly climb to smooth air or on top. Yes, it’s more expensive (I have had no maintenance issues) but have you ever seen a Bonanza, Mooney or Cirrus with a fixed pitch prop? (sorry fixed pitch guys.. now
you hate me!)
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•

A factory new Aerosport engine: my thought was I want the safest and most reliable powerplant up front.

•

Electronic ignition and fuel injection: I have the Lightspeed system. A little more complex than today’s P-Mags and other
types since it requires a small aux battery. But starts are easy (no hot start issues). It runs VERY smooth. I can lean efficiently and burn easily a gallon an hour less than a carb/magneto configuration. Auto plugs are used and are cheap. Throw
them away at annual time and install new ones.

•

Big oil cooler: I installed the largest Stewart Warner model that would fit. You never know whether your new RV will have
oil temperature issues. Be proactive and install it properly, be sure your baffling seals well and if your oil cooler is mounted
on the baffle, REALLY beef up that area to prevent cracking

•

Dual heat muffs: if you live in the north country and want to fly in the winter you WILL need two muffs. If you happen to
go the muffler route, you will have adequate cabin heat as well.

•

Quality Garmin nav/coms: I have a 430W navigator plus the SL40 comm which have now been superseded by newer models. But they both are reliable and provide crystal clear audio.

•

Logical panel layout: I spent a lot of time trying to replicate an efficient and “modern” panel layout. If you have the big
bucks, Stein Air builds the best you can get and certainly the latest avionics have features that I don’t have. But I can still get
from point A to point B.

•

Nutplates and cap screws: Tom Berge drilled this into to me. Sooner or later, you WILL have to remove and/or replace
some doo-dad under your instrument panel. I can’t tell you how many times I have been upside down and backwards under
that panel thanking Tom for that sage advice!!!

•

Classic Aero interior: after almost 1000 hours of use, it still looks brand new. Their “ultra-leather” is amazing.

•

Autopilot and auto trim: TruTrak literally invented the small digital GPS-driven autopilot. I can’t imagine flying without it.

•

Flap positioning system: there are several suppliers out there. Mine has a three-touch selection with 10, 20 and 30 degrees.

•

DIY fiberglass fairings: this process was agonizing no doubt. Lot’s of clay sculpturing, more fiber-glassing and sanding
than I ever want to do again. But they look great and fit perfect.

•

Nice paint: Wipaire painted mine with acrylic urethane with a clear polyurethane topcoat. Still looks new. Paint shops like
Midwest Aircraft in Hibbing and Evoke Painting in Gadsden, AL are creating works of art. You do get what you pay for.

At 10 years behind the RV-7, I do confess to lusting over those new Garmin screens with their bright shiny pixels and if I was younger
I might dive into an instrument panel rebuild. But I guess I’ll live with my “vintage” Advanced Flight boxes for now. I’m not sure if
there will be 10 more years of -7 flying in my future but I’ll keep at it as best I can. Now if I could just figure out how to land that
thing….
* * * * *

Jeffrey Turner’s RV-14 Project
-Frank Huber
\
Jeff Turner is well along in the construction of his RV-14. In choosing the
RV-14, he had read a lot about numerous models and manufacturers. He had
been flying a Cirrus SR’s at the time
and heavily considered an RV-10. JT
kept coming back to “define your mission.” So the RV-14 won out with its

blend of performance, side by side seating, payload, and modern construction design. He says he is lucky enough to have a
very kind wife, who allowed him to begin the build in
the basement living room. He promised her new carpeting
once he moved the plane out, which has now evolved into a
total basement makeover. Last January he moved the project
to his hangar at the New Richmond Airport, which slowed
things down a bit.
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Due to a lead time delay, he had an opportunity to upgrade his
Lycoming order to the new 215 hp Lycoming EXP-119 Thunderbolt. Van supplies a 5-inch oil cooler inlet and ramp as part
of the EXP-119 conversion kit. where the center exhaust tunnel was. He had installed an RV-10 throttle quadrant, requiring different mixture and prop governor arms to get the throws
right. He has a two blade Hartzell constant speed prop on the
nose. Vans says the top speed with that combination is 216
mph, which is nearly VNE for the Blackhawks he flew in the
Army.

Jeff’s -14 coming together in New Richmond

Jeff ordered his kit after Oshkosh 2018 and began building
that November. He went with a regular kit for the fuselage
and with quick build wings. He says the QB wings bolted right
on with very little fuss, attesting to the quality and precision of
Vans products. He is currently at the about 90% done, 90%
left to do phase. The wings, engine, prop, Classic Aero interior
and avionics are installed. Currently he is chasing sparks to get
all the components working prior to fuel flow testing and first
engine start. He is hoping it will warm up soon so he can work
on the fiberglass components outside. However he is planning
to have his aircraft painted by the guys at Midwest Aircraft
Refinishing, so he has been advised not to put too much work
into the fiberglass parts. He is planning to go with a WWII
military paint scheme patterned after the P-51 “Val-Halla”

He was impressed with Advanced Flights products and the
friendliness of Rob Hickman’s staff, so he chose their IFR
Quick Panel with the Advanced Control Module (ACM). His
panel has dual Advanced Flight 5600 displays with an IFD440 IFR GPS nav/com in the middle and a VOR receiver as
well. Jeff says the wiring has been the most difficult part of
the project. He says “I am not a tiny guy, but my daughters
have been a big help, especially with the hard to reach areas.
There always seems to be just one more wire to run in some
incredibly inconvenient spot”. When he finishes the project,
he of course plans to fly to Air Venture and his wife and him
are eager to visit family and friends all across the country.
Given time, they plan to visit the Caribbean. He also want to
explore some aerobatics. He is shooting for April 15th, National Take a Wild Guess Day.

Jeff’s daughter Cassie became an expert assistant
Jeff and his son-in-law Aaron Reilinger
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direction. Under Hughes, Van’s has begun to address a longtime flaw in the company’s customer service: the flow of information to builders with regards to orders has never matched
the company’s constant barrage of advertising to get them to
buy a kit.
It never much mattered until people started putting down
money and not getting orders and, even worse, not finding out
why they weren’t getting orders.
This has been particularly bothersome for those who ordered
QB kits, the parts of which are sent overseas for assembly.
“We've seen price of a container go from $5,500 to come back
across the Pacific to $23,000,” Johnson said. “The price to
ship that across the country went from $450 to $3,600.”
The extent to which Van’s outsources its manufacturing process also became clear in the crisis. Spar components and
skins are still done in house, but many press forming functions
are done elsewhere.
All in all, there are hundreds of potential points of failure, almost all of which have failed because of supply problems and
availability of workers.
Despite Van’s increased customer service – the revamping of
the company store that allows builders to download all the
plans for their particular registered project is a huge plus – it’s
still a head-scratching situation for most builders.
The -14 was a bona fide family project – Jeff’s son Larson,
best riveting partner bar none!

Building in a pandemic - one
builder’s perspective
-

Bob Collins

Like everyone else, RV
builders are learning a difficult lesson as the COVID-19
pandemic drags on in various
fits and starts: it’s a lot easier
to shut down an economy
than it is to start it back up
again.
Inflation is running hot, supplies are short and patience is
running thin.
That prompted Van’s executives Greg Hughes and Rian Johnson to issue a video update to its customers detailing the company’s challenges in recent months. It’s a step in the right

Take my RV-12iS project, for example. As I’ve detailed in the
past, I waited until the last minute to order avionics. Isn’t that
what we’ve always been taught? So last May I sent in the deposit for the avionics kit and heard immediately that “Garmin
is working on a problem with the screens.” The estimate is
that it would ship around October.
I figured it was part of the chip shortage so resolved that nothing would happen on the RV-12iS project during the summer.
I’d done everything I could do on it up to each sub kit where it
suggested I wait on attaching the tail cone until the avionics
are installed, which means I couldn’t do the canopy and would
miss the summer’s favorable heat for such an endeavor.
I’d finished most of the powerplant installation up to the point
where I couldn’t adjust certain components until the avionics
were installed. And some parts of the engine installation come
with the avionics kit.
No matter. I still had ushering at Target Field to occupy my
time.
October came and went but in late September, Van’s came
calling for the rest of the money and a month after that reported that they’d shipped everything to SteinAir for final assembly.
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Stein Air’s manager figured it’d be 2 or 3 months before I
could pick it up.

original homebuilders and the attitude that’ll it’ll all get done
when it all gets done.

Odds & Ends
-Tom Berge

In February, he reported my project was getting closer to the
top on the “to-do” list and estimated they should be able to
produce a harness “soon.”
“I also have some good news when it comes to your avionics!”
he said. “Your avionics are included in a limited batch that
Garmin has been able to secure for some of our RV-12 orders.
These avionics are scheduled to be here at the end of February. This means I would expect an early to mid-March finalization.
Confusing? You bet because I thought the equipment was in
Van’s shipment. Why else would there have been a 7-month
delay in Oregon?
That remains a mystery.
“Van's sends us a bunch of the non-avionics components, such
as the power module, that are required for the production of
the harness,” Josh Swenson, Stein Air’s senior manager, said.
“They send us those components at the same time they officially place the order with us and send us a PO. As soon as we
get the order from Van's we order your avionics and your order gets put into our queue.”
That makes sense. I guess.
All of this, despite what you hear on talk radio and TV, is nobody’s fault but a virus that’s killed hundreds of thousands of
people and required us to get to know “patience” again.
And surely Van’s must know that this is a critical time in planning and if they get the decisions wrong, there won’t be a
Van’s and lots of projects will get orphaned.
We builders have gotten pretty spoiled over the years with all
the improvements in kits. But now we have to step back, adjust our expectations, and return to the warm embrace of the

I’ve recently been involved
with an RV that had a dubious
electrical system. And I do
mean dubious. Every wire in
the system was bought at the
local hardware store. How do I
know? I found the exact wire at
the local hardware store. Folks,
get the correct stuff when wiring your airplane. The wire
bringing power from the alternator to the battery during
charging was 18 gauge. Yup,
18 gauge. Not quite enough for the loads transmitted. In fact, a
better description of that wire would be a fusible link. Also,
there were no contactors of any kind. No master to disconnect
the battery from the system. No starter contactor to supply the
starter. Basic electrical architecture is pretty simple. A little
studying up on the subject explains it well.
Speaking of electrical systems, recently my charging voltage
started to drop on my RV7A. It was just a few tenths of a volt.
Normally my system would show 14.1 volts, steady as it
comes. It started slowly, first 13.9 then after a few more
flights down to 13.6, sometimes lower. Well, what the heck?
I’ve learned when something starts to change, something’s not
happy. My alternator is a
B&C 60 amp with their
excellent regulator. It’s a
pretty bullet proof system. Yes, it can and does
fail which I have seen in
both the alternator and
the regulator, but it is
rare. One thought was the
master contactor. If resistance was starting to
increase going through the unit, the volts would drop. Ever notice when something goes wrong the first thought is a part is
failing?
So one day I pull the cowl and threw a volt meter on the battery and see 12.8 volts. That folks is a fully charged battery. I
turned on the master switch and measured on the other side of
the contactor and saw 12.6 volts. Mmm, perhaps my suspicions were correct. I checked the fuse block and a little more
dropped off until I got to the engine monitor power lead.
There it was 12.4 volts. That is a lot of drop. Having given
away my extra master contactor, I was not in a position to
swap it out so I did the next best thing. I disconnected the battery and all connections to the contactor. Then I used a piece
of Scotch Brite, cleaned all contact surfaces and reinstalled
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everything making sure all hardware was tight. Next flight
showed 14.1 volts without a quiver. Sometimes you get lucky.
Learn what your normal engine indications are so when something changes, you’ll notice.
This past week I finished a complete panel replacement plus
more for a good friend. It’s funny how mission creep slips
into a panel replacement. I’ve talked to many potential buyers
over the years who think buying an RV with a perfect engine
and poor panel is the best course of action since redoing a
panel is no big deal. Ha! Buy a good panel and replace the engine, it’s easier.

Tom Mosby’s “new panel after Tom Berge’s works his
magic

Tom Mosby’s “old” panel

Trying to blend a new panel with what’s already there is a
Now to be clear, I love that challenge and solving one problem
after another gives me a sense of satisfaction that makes it
worthwhile. One of my issues on this panel was replacing the
wing wires that feed the lights. The original install used unshielded wires and there was a fair amount of strobe noise in
the audio from the LED lights. LED lights can be noisy little
devils. Of course there was not enough space in the snap bushings to run the additional thickness of wire so I had to figure
out how to drill another hole from the tip rib to the root rib.
My tape measure said about 10 feet.
I found and bought two 54” drill extensions at the Home Depot and after a little modifying I was able to attach a 1/2 “
Unibit. It all worked out great. The bit extensions were actually easy to keep relatively straight and I cut a ½” hole in each
rib all the way to the root. Yeah, 54”plus 54” doesn’t equal
10’ so a third 12” extension did the trick. A whole bunch of
snap bushings later and in the wire went.
When the day of first start-up arrived, lots of excitement filled
the air. We turned on the back-up battery and the screens lit
up. Wow, what a sight! Next we turned on the master along
with the avionics master and …..nothing. Of course my
thought was “now what?” or something like that. I checked the
master switch and it was fine. The avionics master was correct

and still……nothing. Turns out you need a main battery installed for all the other stuff to work. Who Knew? The plane is
flying now and all is well with the exception of the XM receiver. I could not get the unit to work. I checked the antenna
cable and it checked out fine, so what is going on? Well, after
putting it all back together, it now works. Maybe a piece of the
shielding wire got into the cable end and shorted out the antenna. I don’t know and don’t care. This was my last full panel
redo. It’s just too hard to crawl around in a small cockpit of an
RV at my age. The problem is no one believes it’s my last
panel so please don’t call probing for any weakness on my
part…..
On the subject of electrics, I was training a guy in an RV9A
that had a vacuum pad mounted alternator of 40 amp capacity
for the one and only system. As mentioned earlier, I love the
B&C equipment but this install was not what I would consider
optimal. If all you do is take off and fly for an extended period, it works fine. But pattern work is a whole different issue.
At lower RPM’s the unit doesn’t spin fast enough to charge
the battery. This particular RV had two Dynon non-touch
EFIS screens which can suck out power at a fast clip. By the
time we had done 6 landings, there wasn’t enough power to
re-start the engine. Install a belt driven alternator. The vacuum
pad mounted units are great back-up units.
And lastly, I got a call last night from a friend about an FAA
letter complaining that his ADS-B was not broadcasting altitude. Lots of red on the performance report. Red is bad. Well,
it can only be so many
things so I had him
check the low hanging
fruit. My instructions
were to check his Garmin 327 to see if it was displaying a
pressure altitude and also if the ALT button was pushed. Turns
out his unit was set to ON, not ALT and so no altitude was being sent out. On my own before flight checklist, I double
check to be sure I am squawking ALT. Keeps the feds
happy!!
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Jerry’s RV-7A
Jerry Altman is continuing to move along on his RV-7A project. He sends along these latest photos: Engine and prop are installed
and the cabin is beginning to take shape. One little thing at a time!!.......

* * * * * *

Twin Cities RV Builders Spring Webinar
Thursday, March 24, 2022 – 7:00 pm
Join us via Zoom!!!!
(link coming via our email notes)

Our special guest will be Bob Mills zooming in from Georgetown, Texas. Bob is president of the Sport Class Air Racing
Association, former Naval aviator, and recently retired Southwest captain. His hobby is to go fast and turn left!! Bob currently races a Super Glasair III with upwards of 700 horsepower! He has also raced a souped RV-6 (The Super Six), a
Thunder Mustang and a L-39 jet. Join us and let’s talk speed!!!!!!

